[The nature of forces stabilizing nucleosome structure. Dissociation of histone octamers from DNA].
We have used the measurements of the histone fluorescence parameters to study the influence of the ionic strength on histone-DNA and histone-histone interactions in reconstructed nucleosomes. The ionic strength increase lead to the two-stage nucleosome dissociation. The dimer H2A-H2B dissociates at the first stage and the tetramer (H3-H4)2 at the second one. The dimer H2A-H2B dissociation from nucleosome is a two-stage process also. The ionic bonds between (H2A-H2B) histone dimer and DNA break at first and then the dissociation of dimer from histone tetramer (H3-H4)2 occurs. According to the proposed model the dissociation accompanying a nucleosome "swelling" and an increase of DNA curvature radius. It was shown that the energy of electrostatic interactions between histone dimer and DNA is sufficiently less than the energy of dimer-tetramer interaction. We propose that the nucleosome DNA ends interact with the dimer and tetramer simultaneously. The calculated number (approximately 30 divided by 40) of ionic bonds between DNA and histone octamer globular part practically coincides with the number of exposed cationic groups on the surface of octamer globular head. On this basis we have assumed that the spatial distribution of these groups is precisely determined, which explains the high evolutionary conservatism of the histone primary structure.